Welcome Class of 2022
Updates, Guidance and Next Steps
Year 11
**PLEASE TURN CAMERAS AND MICS OFF**
We will be beginning at 4.05pm

We will be taking questions throughout using the chat function (click "hide
participants" and select the speech bubble icon to enable chat.
Email c.edis@arkbolingbrokeacademy with any questions if you do not have
access to chat but wish to ask a question during the presentation.

Introduction and Welcome
Ms Edis - Principal

Where are we now, updates, next
steps:
Mr Rye – Assistant Principal; KS4

Where are we now:
Whilst we cannot replicate the school day, years 7 – 10 and
year 12 are following a timetabled distance learning
programme. This has been hugely successful so far.
Year 11 are following a distance learning experience which
aims to: equip them for their A-Level subject choices or
college options and provide pastoral provision.

Thank you to parents for all your emails of support and
support at home

Frequently asked questions:

Have exams definitely been cancelled?
Yes “exams have been cancelled now to give pupils, parents, and
teachers certainty.”

What about coursework and non-examined assessment?
The calculated grade process will take into account a range of
evidence including, for example, non-exam assessment and mock
results, and the approach will be standardised between schools
and colleges. Ofqual is working urgently with the exam boards to set
out proposals for how this process will work and will be talking to
teachers’ representatives before finalising an approach, to ensure that
the approach taken is as fair as possible.” Any subjects with unfinished
coursework will be completed where possible remotely.

Frequently asked questions:
Will all students get their predicted grade?
No, we know that simply using predicted grades would not be fair to
all students. The calculated grade will take into account teachers’
assessment of the likely grade as well as other factors such as
prior attainment, so students’ final grades will not necessarily reflect
their predicted grades. Likely grade may include: mock example

results, prior school data and KS2 attainment, teacher
judgement and targets. We have not been given any more
guidance on grade submission, when this will happen or what
it will look like. The previous list is an educated presumption
based on govt. info so far and network advice.

Frequently asked questions:
What if I don’t feel my teacher awarded grade is fair? What if I still want to take my examination?
If students do not feel their calculated grade reflects their performance, they will have the opportunity to sit an
exam, as soon as is reasonably possible after schools and colleges open again. Students will also have the option
to sit their exams in summer 2021. If students do choose the exam option, all courses have completed their
content. Students should be exam ready now as there are five weeks until exams would have begun. It would be
up to that student to continue revision. We may provide additional support for students that are not happy with
their calculated grade however this depends on government guidance.
What will happen to my Sixth Form/College offers?
These conditional offers stand as normal and will be confirmed based on your school calculated result. We
must await definite guidance for how to generate this calculation.There is no timeline for this. We would
estimate April earliest.Your attendance to online Distance Learning and output/attitude in this time will be
important for Sixth Form entry.

Frequently asked questions:
What’s the next step for Y11, are we going to continue with Distance Learning?
Yes – but it will look different from Spring term. Instead you will be enrolling on a project
which will help you prepare for you next step and add to your CV and UCAS applications.
When calculated grades are confirmed, students who are unhappy with this grade and/or
who need a higher grade to study that subject in Sixth Form can study for a Sixth Form
aptitude test.
We hope to conduct these in June/July depending on govt confirmation/next steps.

Frequently asked questions:
Why would you not continue normal lessons?
-

Almost all courses have finished content pre-corona and would have
been into exams revision for next 5 weeks before examinations.

-

As there are no exams, there is no point in teaching to a test.This is
prime-time for students to pursue their own areas of
academic/personal interest as they will have to learn to do this at
university/apprenticeship or in the world of work.

-

While we will be checking in with this to make sure it is being done, the
normal curriculum will not continue as this would be, at this point, a
fruitless exercise

Summer Term: Empowering Excellence
Mr Dinh – Head of Year 11

Next steps
• Distance Learning will now be project based.
• Some subjects will finalise coursework projects
(you will know about this if it applies to you)

• All pupils will complete a passion project they can
take on to Sixth Form/College and beyond.

Empowering Excellence Project
• The EEP will allow pupils to explore an academic or profession-based topic that they are passionate
about. Pupils can use Morrisby information and feedback to help guide this.

• The EEP will be grounded in academic fundamentals which will hone skills vital for sixth
form/colleges/apprenticeships.
• Pupils will be supported over scheduled video calls for their EEP by an Academic tutor (much like
university).
• All pupils will be enrolled in the 5-week EEP which will last the duration of Summer 1.

• Pupils will pick a general area of focus for their EEP via an online submission this week .

The form's link will be put onto Show
My Homework after this meeting and
a letter sent to your parents via Bol
Post.
Please only complete the short form
by midday tomorrow to indicate the
subject areas about which you are
most passionate.

Project ideas
• Computer Science: Ethical and legal implications of new technology (driverless cars and internet privacy)
• Business/Economics: Proposal to create a business enterprise or one to make an improvement in
business
• Sports: Are sporting legends made or born?
• English: How is female madness presented in Victorian novels?
• Maths: How statistical modelling is used to drive business investment decisions?
• Performing Arts: The impact of Netflix and AmazonPrime on the cinema/theatre going experience
• Sciences: What environmental lessons has lock-down taught us and will we learn from it?

Why the EEP?

Why the EEP?
• Develop skills which are not just focused on passing an exam
• Spend time exploring something you are genuinely interested in
• Prepare yourself for Sixth Form/College and beyond
• Develop skills which employers value

• You will be able to use the project when you go onto future interviews

Why the EEP?

• You will be able to use the project when you go onto future interviews

Tell us of your
proudest
achievement in
lockdown.

Why the EEP?

I’m so glad you asked….
During the period of the
lock-down, I completed an
independent project
examining… .
Would you like a copy?

• You will be able to use the project when you go onto future interviews

Project submission:
• Pupils will be timetabled into DL video sessions with their academic tutor
after the Easter Break
• They will be supported with sessions on research, writing
and presentation skills
• The project will culminate in a 2000 word report including Power
Point/Prezi presentation which will happen over MS teams

Preparing for Year 12 and
Advanced Level Study
Ms C Orchin – Assistant Principal;
Director of Sixth Form

What will happen to my Sixth Form/College
offers?
These conditional offers stand as normal and will be confirmed based on your
school calculated result. We must await definite guidance for how to generate
this calculation. There is no timeline for this. We would estimate April earliest. Your
attendance to online learning and output/attitude in this time will be
important for any Sixth Form entry. When calculated grades are confirmed,
students who are unhappy with this grade and/or who need a higher grade to
study that subject in Sixth Form can study for a Sixth Form aptitude test.

We hope to conduct these in June/July depending on govt confirmation/next steps.

What is the EPQ?
•It’s a free-standing qualification equivalent to an AS level and graded A* to E.

•Students choose and design their project.

** Note: Avoid choosing a
topic you will be taught at
A-Level if you want to use
the EEP in y11 to inform
some of your EPQ in y12.
YOU CAN'T USE A-LEVEL
TAUGHT TOPICS IN THE
EPQ.

•Explore a further aspect of an A-level subject that is an extension of what they are already studying, OR choose a
topic that they have a personal interest in. **
•The finished project can be a purely written report OR an artefact (something you have produced to fit a
design brief).

•The project is finally presented to a non-specialist audience.
•There is a taught study skills programme alongside - one period per week. This follows the stages of the
project.

EPQ Results 2019

The Class of 2022 looks
promising!

40% A*
80% A*-A

100% A*-B

Reminder: Date for your Diaries

Wednesday 17th June
6th Form Induction Day

The A-Level Bridging Project: All students going
onto study A-Levels/Professional Pathway, Applied
Science will be enrolled in a 4-week bridging
project to best prepare them for their next steps.

Students will be assigned to groups based on their Alevel choices and be given guidance from A-level
teachers to prepare them for this. This is an exciting
opportunity given to us due to the lack of external
exams and will enable pupils to have a head start
when they enrol at Sixth Form.

Bridging Projects - Web

What has all of this shown about Bolingbroke?

- Strength of community
- Resilience and courage of staff and pupils
- Communication and Organisation

- Determination and adaptability
- Excellence in adversity

Any questions?

Pastoral check-ins and daily routines
Mr Dinh – Head of Year 11

Class of 2022 – Lots to praise during the lockdown!
Lock

COURAGE

down

Lock

CHARACTER

down

Lock

COMMUNITY

down

Sources of pastoral support
Weekly civitas
phone call

Weekly civitas
session on MS
teams (Wed
8.30am)

Email to civitas
tutor/HoY

Year Group
Assembly

Safeguarding

• Pupils who are worried about bullying/other
safeguarding issues should contact their Civitas Tutor,
Head of Year by email or contact:
• staystafe@arkbolingbrokeacademy.org

Pastoral check-in
Each week, you will receive a call from your child's
Civitas tutor or other designated staff contact/mentor
which will cover key questions, such as:
1. Are they displaying any symptoms of Covid-19?
2. Are they able to access SMHW and school email?
3. How is the EEP progressing?
4. What well-being steps are in place / timetabled?
Teachers track attendance to sessions remotely – if there is no
attendance/progress/engagement, we will update you.
It will also be typical during this call for us to ask to speak to the
young person themselves.

Routines/timetables
• We know that the cancellation of exams and school closures have
put young people in an uncertain and stressful position
• It is important, where possible, that students have a routine and
structure to their day in the absence of school
• This should involve:
▫ One hour of exercise/activity per day (a walk, home gym, WiiFit)
▫ Getting dressed each day in sensible attire
▫ Eating healthily at regular times each day
▫ Keeping set bedtimes and morning routines

Creating a timetable

•Main idea for the project
•Reading list
•Watch list
•People to speak to/interview
•Possible title

Students should be encouraged to create a routine/timetable to cover their day which incorporates
the EEP or other academic work, socialising/leisure and physical exercise.

Recommended Applications
Headspace – guided meditation
Insight timer – relaxing/soothing music for relaxation
Daily Burn – free video/audio physical workout (60 days
free)
Lumosity – brain training games application

OverDrive – free audiobooks and books (no need to have
kindle/additional software)
Duolingo – language learning app
Audible – Now offering free subscription to all young
people/students.

Key takeaways:
Where possible, young people should...
❑ Create a timetable to maintain a daily routine

❑ Continue communicating with their friends via video call/Whatsapp
❑ Complete at least 2-3 hours per day of EEP or future study

❑ Complete one hour of physical exercise
❑ Continue to check your SMHW and school email address

❑ Not assemble in groups
❑ Not leave the house for non-essential reasons

Please keep checking Bolingbroke Post (email), KS4 section of
website, twitter and Instagram for further updates.

c.orchin@arkbolingbrokeacademy.org
t.rye@arkbolingbrokeacademy.org
p.dinh@arkbolingbrokeacademy.org

